Write the identifier of the present point in the vacant column of the preceding point. (b) In the case of triple point, write the name of the previous point in column n3. (c) In the case of a quadruple point, the direction arrived for is comparedwith the data in n3 and n4, and the identifier of the previous point is written in the corresponding column. The direction of the next move is determined by the direction of the column where an identifire is not recorded. If there is a direction recorded in the column of n3 (or n4) , it is the direction to move. In the case of an end point or a border point, no move is possible. (8) Advance :
Move the cursor one pixel in the specified direction. (9) Back to preceding point:
When the previous operation was (5) or (6), the cursor jumps to the previous characteristic point.
Otherwise, in the case of triple point, the indicator In the repair of Fig. 4(c) , the condition for erasing of short branch was (Stem angle> 160) and (Branch length In the repair of Fig. 4(c) , the condition for angle was omitted and short branches with end points were erased using only the length condition. Sakaue.i) In this processing, small regions of less than 50 dots in area after binarization were eliminated before the thinning process.
The number of characteristic points acquired from the input image (Fig. 6(a) Fig. 6(b) 
